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While I’ve given low marks on the paper as it stands, I think this assemblage of weather
and sea ice data can still be applicable if the interpretation of events and causality is
changed.
The study discusses the events surrounding the calving of the D28 iceberg (US National Ice Center designation). Two intense polar lows, each resulting in twinned cyclones (the latter one resulting in a pair of twinned cyclones) that brought both intense
winds, significant local wave action, high moisture and warm air advection from midlatitudes, and significant sea ice motion. The authors interpret the combined effects of
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wind-driven waves, and wind stress itself, to lead to the calving event of 25 September
2019.
There are several mis-steps in this interpretation, although the weather data that has
been marshalled and the analysis in terms of statistics and the hour-by-hour unfolding
of the events is useful and impressive. In short, however, it is unlikely that wind stress
and local wave action can be directly linked to the calving. I urge the authors to look
instead at the effect of sea surface slope, both due to tides and to wind-driven ocean
movement – storm surge and its opposite – an offshore oceanward slope that leads
to gravitationally-driven calving along the existing rift. These are the forces that drive
short-term movement of icebergs in the open ocean (resulting in their spiral or cycloidal
motion – a result of tides coming and going, i.e., changes in ocean surface slope).
It is unclear to me how the first event preconditions the ice shelf to calving, since the
two major impacts of the intense storm of Sept 18-19, 2019 are onshore and easterly
winds, and an intense snowfall on the ice shelf (strong moisture advection, ‘warm’ air
for the season, but still sub-freezing conditions). Wave action by long-period gravity or
wind-driven waves is unlikely because of the damping effect of sea ice – the only open
ocean areas are small and near the coast, which would not provide sufficient fetch to
build multi-meter wave heights or long-period gravitational waves.
With regard to wind stress: while intense, I would expect that the observed, mostly
offshore, winds at the ice front area for the second event (23-24 September) are -notthe strongest winds the Amery Ice Shelf front has seen in the past nearly 60 years, or
even in the past decade when the ice front and rifts were more or less the same as they
are now. Winds in excess of 35 m/s, i.e., far stronger than the winds at the ice front
during these events, are not particularly rare around Antarctica’s ice edge or coast in
my experience (at McMurdo, the Peninsula, the Amundsen Sea coast, etc.). Being in
the 99th percentile means that, on average, winds at that level or higher occur ∼85
hours out of every year. The Amery front will have seen considerably stronger winds
than the 23-24 September event at some point in the past (say) 10 years.
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With regard to wave action: to have a significant impact on an ice shelf, the wavelength
of the incoming wave must be an appreciable fraction of the ice thickness – tens to
hundreds of meters (10s of seconds in period) – and that is rare, and part of the reason
why ice fronts on ice shelves survive for decades without fragmenting. Moreover, while
long-period waves can penetrate an open pack much farther than short-period waves
(‘chop’ or ‘swell’ of a few meters wavelength), even the longest wavelength waves of
a wind-driven nature do not retain any significant amplitude after 50 km inside the
pack – and in this case the Amery was shielded from the longest-wavelength, highest
amplitude, open ocean waves by over 500 km of ice pack. Note that in autumn, every
year, the ocean area in front of the Amery is generally ice-free, and waves from the
Southern Ocean impact the ice shelf front without damping.
However – at still longer periods and wavelengths, beyond gravity waves or the longestperiod ocean waves, there are tides, inverse barometer effects, and storm-driven
surges, both towards and away from the ice front. The pattern of storms described,
and the wind field of 23-24 September, implies that there must have been a significant
slope on the ocean surface at/near the ice front; and between the previous storm and
the 23-24 September storm there would likely be a rapid change from a shoreward
surge to ocean slope away from the ice front. This oceanward slope tugs on the ice
front, placing the extensional stress you note in Figure 7g on the rift, leading to rift
growth and calving.
While my suggestions are not checked out for this event, have a look at these references. Please consider tides and wind-driven ocean slope, and consider if that process
makes a more likely case for this calving.
Bennetts, L.G. and Squire, V.A., 2012. On the calculation of an attenuation coefficient
for transects of ice-covered ocean. Proceedings of the Royal Society A: Mathematical,
Physical and Engineering Sciences, 468(2137), pp.136-162.
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gered by the Honshu (Japan) earthquake and tsunami, March 2011. Journal of Glaciology, 57(205), pp.785-788.
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Detailed comments follow –
To summarize my main issue with the first few pages of this manuscript (and to paraphrase the Bible): Render unto climate change that which is climate change; Render
unto calving processes that which belongs there. ïAŁ
˛
Line 18 – ..play ‘a’ crucial role. . .
Abstract could be significantly shorter and more quantitative, terser and a bit less dramatic (unpredictable, unexpected, explosive, record-anomalous). It almost has the feel
of a press release – press releases are not bad, but they’re not peer-review abstracts.
Keywords: ‘Twin polar cyclones’ is not a keyword that anyone is going to use to find your
paper. Same with ‘explosive cyclones’ I’ll bet, but perhaps it’s worth noting. Also, the
Amery is not unstable, and stable ice shelves have to endure weather extremes (and, in
some cases, they calve large bergs as a result). How about: Ice shelf calving, icebergs,
Amery Ice Shelf, Antarctica, blocking highs, polar cyclones, explosive cyclones.
Line 42 – I would remove ‘the’: ‘. . .response to globally rising temperatures and to. . .’
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Line 46 – change to ‘. . .key catchment basin in East Antarctica. . .’. Also, remove ‘considered’ – it is measured as being in balance, that’s not an opinion.
Line 57 – change to ‘. . .would not experience a major calving until around 2025 or
later..’ (these estimates by Fricker and the other papers are very approximate)
Lines 60-61 – the last half of the sentence. Also, the following paragraph, Lines 62-80.
This is a bit off, for the reader there’s going to be confusion or mis-understanding. Ice
shelves are not ‘weakened’ by this kind of atmospheric forcing, and the stability of the
shelf as a whole does not change very much. Your study is about the link between an
extreme weather event and a rapid increase in rift propagation followed by calving of
a large iceberg. But iceberg calving is a normal process of stable ice shelves. Some
event immediately precedes the calving in all cases – in this case, a major storm. But
this process and result are not of the same genre as climate-induced, esp. melt-driven,
changes in ice shelf stability: it is a study of how calving can be triggered by an extreme
wind event.
Line 68 – Not In This Case – the calving of the front of the Amery has almost NO
IMPACT on the resistance or longitudinal backstress on the Lambert Glacier – See
Furst et al, 2016, or any study of the strain rates on ice shelves and the adjacent
grounded ice. Once past the lateral shear zones, or if the shear zones are disrupted to
the point of having no significant mechanical contact, there is no backstress provided
by the shelf ice. . ..
Line 72-73 – -if- you can figure out how to keep this review discussion and still relate it
to your calving study, cite Scambos et al., 2014 here - -broader in scope, more general
for the northern Peninsula.
Line 77 – Aitken is talking about a completely different area, with -increasing- basal
melting, not steady-state basal melting a the grounding line that most ice streams/ice
shelves experience at their grounding zones. . .
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Your study is about an unusual large calving event – it’s not about climate change or
ice shelf stability in the lines of Pritchard et al, or Furst et al, or the several papers by
Khazendhar. . . or Aitken, or Dutrieux, or Scambos.. or several by Rignot.. .its a calving
event. You have a nice link to a weather anomaly. But that is as far as it should be
taken.
There -is- a need to understand calving processes and the ‘end-game’ controls on
release of an iceberg, and the most important reason is modelling studies of future
evolution. There is a rich body of work on this need. Stick to the justifications in the
Fricker, Bassis, etc. papers for this paper.
Line 81 – 92 – although this paragraph also needs extensive re-writing, in your review
of the links between physical phenomena and all kinds of calving, please also cite Brunt
et al., 2011, https://doi.org/10.3189/002214311798043681
Line 93-96, 97-106, 107-onward – this is more appropriate, introductory, justificationfor-study text. Your introduction is too long anyway – a more cursory discussion of
climate-change-related ice shelf and glacier impacts is needed, briefly, and make it
clearer that it is only obliquely related to the results of this study. Doing this will make
your paper tighter.
Line 115-116 – Re-state: wave amplitude is reduced by several orders of magnitude
within 10km of the sea ice edge; yes, cm-scale, long period (30âĂŤsec or longer) waves
can penetrate the pack for long distances. Make that clearer.
Figure 1. . . One of the image maps needs a scale bar. Check north arrow, also. I find
that a few lat-long lines are better for Antarctica anyway, where the direction of north
can vary from one side of the image or map to the other.
Line 208 – ‘. . ..then decayed on 19 September at 1300 UTC.’ Suggest you re-write this
with something like, ‘. . .then decayed on 19 September, with 9XX hPa central pressure
by 1300 UTC.’
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Line 220-230 – might want to note that the atmospheric river (need to introduce the
acronym before using it), in carrying a lot of moisture toward the ice sheet and upward,
was inevitably warmed by condensation (released heat) as well as by downward flow,
a kind of foehn event.
Seems like you could eliminate a few of the 8 panels in Figures 2 and 3. Not sure you
need to show the anomalies (or perhaps move them to supplemental information) Line
242 – do you have an estimate of the wind speed at an Amery AWS during this period?
Fig 4g – won’t this just be a measure of the sea ice ridging in the region in the aftermath
of the intense north-northeasterly first cyclone and first twin cyclone?
Line 251 – ‘meandered’ is an informal term, and means a sinuous path – is that the
case?
Line 281 –change to ‘ far-south-reaching blocking highs’.
Line 290 – change to ‘advected very cold air (2 m temperatures of ..’
Line 293-296 – these sentences have redundant information, shorten: the atmospheric
river continued to advect large amounts of moisture and very warm air to the ice shelf.
Line 301-317 and elsewhere – The authors frequently use percentiles and standard
deviations in the text to describe the extreme conditions, but these are difficult to appreciate without a lot of background awareness of typical weather in the region. While it
does convey the unusualness of the conditions, I suggest shifting the description here
and elsewhere to -always- using the absolute values and bearings first (rather than
u-values and percentiles, or std. dev. numbers) and then put the statistically-based
assessments in parentheses after the ‘real’ numbers. Readers can more easily grasp
‘25 m/s winds’ relative to ‘99 percentile (5 std dev above mean) winds’.
Line 335-338 – I don’t see how this would be the case. Offshore winds compact and
compress the frazil ice into thicker ridged ice, and expose more ocean surface, a kind
of sea ice factory. This compressed ice cools and becomes part of the pack, and is
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generally quite durable because of the wind compression.
Line 339-345 – I really doubt this – you are showing more than 500 km of mostly 100%
pack ice – even a few km of pack ice dramatically reduces the effect of swell! This line
of argument must be removed. The small open areas you show in Figure 7 -mightdevelop a bit of chop and swell -in the fetch of the <50% ice cover areas alone- and
that’s about it.
Line 346-351 – No again! If there was an intense moisture plume in the events (the
IVT ‘river’) then there was intense snowfall over the sea ice, thickening it and toughening it. The new areas of low concentration you show are -local- and due to intense
wind compaction in the leeward direction. And, Lines 349-351, the local waves induce
insignificant flexure or vibration of the ice shelf, almost zero, the ice is far too thick, any
flexure would be completely elastic.
Lines 358-368 – authors are on the wrong track. Much of this and the preceding ∼100
lines are speculation.
Lines 369-409 – mostly speculation, and wrong direction. . .. The kind of high-frequency
swell generated by high winds in closed near-shore polynyas would have a trivial to
non-existent effect on a shelf hundreds of meters thick, cold-ice-cored, like the Amery.
Ok, I stopped here. This is off track. See opening discussion of the work.
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